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The Setting

1.1 This paper situates universities at the centre of development. Relating

them to other institutions o^ nan's creation, universities are placed on the

perimeter o£ a circle which also lies the business industrial - production,

selling and buyinp institutions. Arguing that universities, as one among service

institutions such as sovernirent agencies, prisons, research stations etc. by lying

on the sane perimeter with business institutions the two sets of institutions

thrive on and are nurtured by each other's output; that is to say the output

becomes the input of the other.

1.2 The paper argues that as man-made institutions, both business and service

institutions have to and do syrToidtically exist; and that vigorous growth,

■expansion and endownent of service institution is an indicator of the success of

business institutions and further that the decline and demise of business

institutions could very well be indicative of the inadecuacies and loss of vitality

in institutions such as universities.

1.3 It is further argued that as institutions created by man, both universities

and production business and other service institutions as governments have a mission:

the way to realization of which is fraught with pressures and stresses which are

often symptomatic of institutional malfunctioning. Implying that universities fail

mdre b©cause's they are not managed on the lines of a business enterprise - they are

paid out of a granted' budget line, and don't have to.struggle and justify their

existence; and that they need people of quality - the paper argues that the

complacency of not having to justify one's existence leads to the decay in

universities: a decay for which urgent measures are required for their renewal.

Such measures, the paper goes on to assert, are staff and organizational development

programmes. .■■■;■

1.4 Putting universities at the center of development, and their faculty even more

as the instrument for universities fulfilment of their sopial obligations, the

paper develops the case that in consideration of the prime position of, universities

as the originators of new inventive development ideas, knov?ledge and technalongy,

the vitality of faculty is the means by which the crucial output is interpreted and

synthesized for the creation of new ones, and by which public understanding and

subsequent extension is secured through their research, teaching and;facilitating learning

guidance and. counselling, consulting publication and evaluation .rules.

1.5 So critical is the role of faculty that left to be affected by the high tenure

rates of old faculty, the youthfulness and academic inadequaci-es of incoming faculty

etc. the threat of sV.ill decadence and subsequent obsolescence, university's

vitality may even decline further. More over, so complex, critical and specialized

are the university faculty functions of research, teaching, guidance and counselling

consultancy, informatics and publications, testing assessment,, evaluation, and

■■manapinp its impact that administrators and faculties who have had no training in

' these areas should not be left to muddle through; as their morale and vitality will

■be affected, if not decline even further; against this background, the case for

systematic staff development is developed. . ■
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1.6 Having set the scene, the other half of the paper goes on to explain the nature,
central role, purpose and instrumental nature of staff development in reversing
the decay of faculty and the university as an institution. Reviewing earlier
manifestation, the paper discusses the extent of university administrative and
managerial staff development attempts and the focus of the ongoing tripartite
initiatives operated by the Cerman Foundation for International Development,
Economic Commission for Africa and the Continental Coordinating Committee (CCC)
and of course with the collaborating universities within the Eastern and Southern '
Africa Subrepion.

. .1.7 Rejecting "packaged" externally based staff development programmes, the paper'
argues for the continued refinement and institutionalization of the DSr/ECA/CCC
and collaborating universities initiatives. Accepting staff development as firmly
based on the principle of continuity and operating on the need for immediacy and
continuity of staff development response to the need expressed, the paper makes a
case ,or CCC's long-term objectives of establishing centres for Research and
Development into the Improvement of Teaching and Learning.

2. Symbiotic relations of institutions in development

2.1 Development effort, be it of staff, organizational or overall socio-economic
development, is as much a function of business (production, selling and buying)
institutions as it is of social service ^institutions such as government agencies,
hospitals,, priosons, research, hospitals, courts of law; and without exception,
educational institutions such as universities. !"hether business-production or
service institutions, they all reouire an input of inventive development ideas,

^ *nd *?=hnolcy « a basis ** those working therein to design, develop,
deliver and evaluate the reaction to and developmental impact of their respective

2*2, ^^ a1} service institutions may be supported by the economic surpluses
proauced by the economic activity of the production commercial transactions of the
business institutions, so are the business institutions supported by the regulatory

^irT^' ?* ^ S° the C"^io* ^ ^1! iti del
y egulatory

ideasknowlirT^ ? ^ S° the C"^io* ^ ^1! as inventive development
ideas, knowledge, technology and quality men and women oower output of service "
institutions such as universities. This is to in^er that the output of universities
is the input o. business institutions and vice versa; and that failure of the
ousmess institutions to produce surpluses from their economic activities' and of
universities to monitor quality and produce qualitative managerial and technical
inventive development ideas, knowledge and technology would not only lead to the

tlCZ ^nd ^struct^on of business institutions, but also universities themselves; and
^L**:;-1Ca*XOn d?CUne In devel°P^nt effort! One needs to look at develo-inF
countries to realize the validity.of the inference. r F

'thfeiV^if ^ - 5GT °* insti^ti0^s «e different and symbolically related in
their goals, mission and operations, they have one thin, in common: they all need

co^T^r - > teChniC91 lnVentiVe ^ep-wnt ideas, knowledge £d xJLllly
aH'iver i ef^Jr?" '" °f "^ We ^^ °f Ser'ice -^itutions suchas universities aside from enioymg the maintenance service of other institutions
such as hospitals and employment institutions. institutions
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3. The Place of Universities

3.1 Within the production and social service mix, universities are therefore

the prinicipal institutions for the origination and development of inventive
development ideas, knowledge and technology,. They are also the producers of the
"knowledge worker" required by not only themselves but also other service as well
as the production selling and buying business institutions. Thus they occupy a
prime position in African development. Universities1 failure to produce inventive
development ideas, knowledge and technology might well see, as is now apparent,
the prolongation of development crisis such as is presently manifest in deficits
in food; production1and1 balance of payment, prolonged drought, imbalances in trade,
indebtedness, hunger and famine, unemployment, environmental decay and subsequently
decline of both business and service institutions as is the case in some countries
already; and of course decline in overall development. By graduating into a class
of its own, aside from the underdeveloped, developing and developed mix, Africa is
already on the decline. One shudders to think of the future.

3.2 Currently embroiled in socio-economic crisis, Africa has declined from the
under-deyeloped-developing position to fourth position of its own. Is this not a
testimony of the failure of social service institutions and more so, ;universities
and the production as well as business institutions? The latter as a result of
failure to produce from their economic activities, a surplus required to support
the former and the former as a result of failure to produce the inventive
development ideas, knowledge and technology in support of the other; and for both
of their failure to re-orient and address themselves to the prevailing socio-
economic crisis!

:;T?*.3. Whether social service institutions or national business corporations or
governments and universities, they are all under pressure; and the anxiety for

survival, in the wake of their mutually self-inflicted destructive failures, as the
pressure for self-preservation and survival in the wake of rapid changes becomes
common stalp. Yet as the taste (of the production, selling and buying instituions)
for anventive development ideas and technology and the knowledge worker may change,
so should the taste for the surplus of business institutions1 output required by
service institutions change. To continuously sense and respond to the respective
changes of each others' output is therefore a challenge that calls for continuous
programme of organizational development (OD) and related staff renewal.

•3.4 Inventive development ideas, knowledge and technology, like all products of
utility such as appliances from business institutions, once originated, need to be
serviced under continuous maintenace programme; and yet because of the changes
0. tastes of the consumer, the outputs have to be refined and further developed to
ensure that they don't become obsolete.

Self Renewal through Staff and Organizational Development

4.1 What is said above in respect of the inventive ideas*,knowledge and technology
output of universities also applies to the staff of these institutions, be they in
business or social-service institutions; hence the notion of staff development as
applied to universities. This way staff development is seen as an instrument for
self-renewal in the context of first assisting university faculty to initially
acquire the necessary inventive development ideas, knowledge and technology of
what, how, and when to research, teach, guide and counsel,, conduct consultancy,
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inform and publish test, assess and evaluate reactions to and impacts of these
Z^T^/T" '• facil^atin« ^e continuous maintenance of the same to avert
decay and decline in quality, and finally refining to further assist in averting
the setting m of the "Dead- professor, "Earthed" professor, "Cocktail" professor

Si^rr:is?sor labelung as is often ^^ «-**• ^
4.2 In a university setting, what is true of faculty is also true of the managerial'
administrative and executive, clerical and secretarial, other technological,
janitorial and other manual worker staff.

More so as universities' administrative and managerial practices and orientations
are not conducted along business lines universities are:

(i) not presently controlled by performance in terms of controlled costs and
measured efficiency: they tend to operate and expand fast without plans-
and unjustifiably increase their budget manyfold to the extent that many
tind themselves on collision course with their benefactors;

(ii) doing the wrong things right from disoriented research and irrelevant
teaching learning content: disorientation and irrelevance of which has
given way to accusations of their not teaching and instead engaging in

subversive activities, insufficient guidance and counselling to
students, unmvolved in consultancy activities in the service of their
government, inadequate library faciliites, inadequate publication
activities, unreliable testing, assessment and evaluation procedures,
inadequacy of their graduates and in job situations and not producing
designs for "spare parts" or appliances of local origin;

(iii) unmanageable to the extrat of direct intervention by governments: an
intervention that leads to their frequent closures threat of their
dissolution and disbandment; the*r students expulsion and threats of being
canned, and in some cases, arrests and locking up faculty if they have
not fled in time.

ntlthIrr;fln^MrSitleS.teK? ** 5™ fU2Zy missions> objectives and results that are
neither tangible nor visible and measurable in an immediate way, and have grown

(i) used to the quick and tender loving response to their distress calls.
This way they have not learnt the language of justifying every distress
calls as required by their benefactors these days, hence the terse and
firm responses whenever they are.deemed to be out of line;

(ii) complaints are heard of universities inability to justify their existence
and explain the use to which their resources are put; and that what those
universities produce are the very ones that "bite" the hand that feeds
them;

(iii) unlike business institutions which are paid on the basis of their results
and producing what their customers want and thus satisfy the customer,
universities have been spoilt in the sense that they continue to be paid
on the basis of budget allocations irrespective of whether what they
produce is what their customers wants or whether the customer is satisfied
with their product, results and performance. Because of universities
monopolistic power and the fact that=they are paid out of a budget, the
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public cannot opt out of being taxed to maintain the university.

African universities can afford to be indifferent to complaints from

and needs of their clientelle - studonts, faculty,.parents, industry,

etc. and tend not to be 'othered about selling as an institution, their

expertise by en q.*^ ing in income generation activities.

However universities like production institutions, need better and

professionally; trained nen and women in order to ensure that:

(i) trepidation aroong university faculty of being saddled with staff having

managerial responsibilities without prerequisite managerial training can

be piniirized: and that such staff would be available when needed and not

engage in puerrila tactic management of being" Lusybodied elsewhere only

to surface in their office in the evening when everyone who needed their

decisions during working hours are gone;

(ii) the student irritations relative to inadequate and lousy teaching.,

unavailability of lecturers for contact when needed, monotonous and dull

lecture sessions, unfair testing and evaluative decisions and instruments

■'■■" ' can be averted;

(iii) frustration of faculty staf* by the technological, administrative, clerical

accounts support personnel staff can be minimized and therefore stem the

tide o~ the declining faculty morale.

4.3 To avert the foregoing managerial blunders and stregthen themsleves, staff

development proerapnne can be used to convert (i) technician professors called on to

serve in managerial positions of vice-chancellors, registrars, deans and departmental

chairmen into managers; and vice-versa when their managerial assignments are over;

(ii) aecademically oriented scholars into professional researchers, teachers,

guidance and counsellors, consultants, publishers and effective assessors and

evaluators of the reaction to and impact of their critical roles; (iii) other

administrative, clerical secretarial accounts, procurements and supplies personnel

service staff into a supportive team o:c staf* that recognizes the iispact of

shortcomings in their work to the performance of their t^achin^ colleagues in the

origination op inventive development ideas, Knowledge and technology required hy

the production, selling and buying institutions and the society at larpe. Staff

development could therefore re-orient their managerial practice along business

institutional lines. ,

The nature, scope and function of staf^ development:

5.1 In consideration of ..the-managerial and technical reauirements of the various

job groups in universities, staff development v:ould have no limit. It is as ranch
for (i) managerial chief executives such as vice-chancellors, registrars as it is

for other administrative support staff; for teaching professors, as it is for ordinary

lecturers, teaching assistants and those of their kind engaged in administrative

functions; administrative support groups'of personnel, accounts and materials

management executives, as it is ror secretarial-clerical as well as technological

support staff; and for the janitors, as it is "or drivers and cooks. All for the

improvement oc university life blood functions or research, t aching and learning,

guidance and counselling, consultancy informatics and publication and testing,

assessing and evaluating reaction to and impact. This way, staff development is as

iruch an "instrument of organizational development as it is for skill acquisition
and maintenance of the managerial, administrative, executive technological and other

low-level manual workers and of the teaching faculty: the latter of which is the

focus of the on-going university Teaching and Learning Iinprovement Programme (L'TLIP)
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component of African universities staff development efforts. Sponsored hy the

German Foundation for International Development, the programme is currently-

operated by the Continental Co-ordinating Committee with technical input from

the Human Resources Development Section of the Economic Commission for Africa.

5.2 Talking of American colleges1 faculty renewal, the Ford Foundation letter
of February 1, 1986 recopnizes tV-at:

Faculty are the principal educational resources of America's Colleges and

Universities, In their complex role as scholars, teachers and interpreters,

they create new knowledge, inform and stimulate students and contribute to
public understanding

and goes, on to appreciate that:

unusual pressures constrain the effectiveness and vitality of American

faculties these days, ot most campuses tenure rates are high and faculty are

relatively young, which means there will be academe job opportunities for at

least next fifteen years. Institutions are thus not able to hire appreciable

numbers of new young faculty who would bring new perspectives and vitality

to teaching. At the same time, a tightening of funding means that existing

faculty have few opportunities to renew their teaching. These factors combined
with a drop in real academic earnings have contributed to a decline in morale
within the profession. :■ - ■ ■ ;;

5.3 The above recognition and appreciation of American college and university

faculty applies with little modification to African colleges and university faculty,
whose situation is compounded by the fact that research, activities are as young

and unsophisticated as they are not endowed with funds: and that the libraries

are very poorly stocked. Hence the rate of the origination of inventive development

ideas, knowledge and technology is far behind that of the situation in which his

counterpart elsewhere operates. In this respect the African faculty risks

betraying the trust and expectation of being the sole source and interpreter
knowledge.

5.4 For even in their more complex roles as scholars, analysers and interpreters

of development issues, and inventive ideas, knowlege and technology, African
faculty are expected to stem the tide of the decline .of confidence and credibility
in them and their ideas. They are challenged to excellence Respite the odds
against themf undertaking the following university functions.

- Research "or origination of new inventive devleopment ideas, knowledge and

technology as a basis for meaningful teaching and learning and interface

with the world of work: an activity that is made difficult by.the meagre

financial resources, unsophisticated research facilities and the low
priority accorded to it.

- Teaching as a basis for (i) synthesizing and simplifying the new knowledge

and technology as to facilitate its easy learning and understanding by the

university community and the public at large: yet again, neeated by

inadequate instructional resource materials, ina<^uate knowledge of student

interests, aptitude, attitude and personality and the untrained nature of

the teaching staff.
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- Guidance and counselling in order to identifying students1 strengths and

weaknesses and therefore be in a better position to help them understand

themselves, to develop self-confidence and therefore be able to stand on

their own in the wake of the academic;ripour and pressure they find

themselves in both in the university and long thereafter: all despite

the paucity of the instruments of assessinp students characteristics and

indeed the lack of the service. ; -■ -■■

" Consultancy as a basis for analysis and identification of development

constraints and as an instrument1 for justifying the relevance and utility

of what is taught* for demonstrating that what was taught does work and for

establishing a linkage relationships between them (theoreticians) and

practitioners and the world of work. Yet again despite the reluctance of

business and social institutions to tap the reservoir of knowledge and the

skills in universities, and the stiff competition from and preference for

external consultancy firms.

- Informatic and publications: a vital instrument for facilitating wider spread

of the findings of his research, what is taught and his expertise in

consultancy and therefore ensure public understanding. This is constrained

by preferencial discrimination and preference for established journals and

publishers^ established scholars as against young ones who have as yet to

make an impact.

- Testing, assessing and evaluating reaction to, and impact of his performance

and that of his institutions as basis to determining flaws, instituting

corrective measures and ascertaining the relevance and therefore the results

of his and the university performance: this is despite the paucity of lack of

proper instruments, and the underdeveloped nature of the function.

- Management be it of the entire university, or faculties, departments etc. and

above all of universities social impacts: a function presently constrained by lack

of managerial conceptual framework of African origin.

5.5 Strategic and spcialized as these functions are, they have specific knowledge

and technological skill demands on college and university faculty. The only

opportunity the faculty may have had in acquiring the related know-how is

muddling through during his college days as a graduate teaching and research

assistant, or newly appointed department chairman, or observing amateur manager or

his own professor who may in themselves not have been trained in the professional

whats, how, wherefores and whys of these functions.

5.6 Consequently for the faculty of any university, staff development means an

opportunity for:

(*) fQrmal an<* initial, systematic and structured way for the acquisition of

of the related inventive development ideas, knowledge and technology

relative to these roles;

(ii) skills servicing and maintenance to bring into sharper focus and enhance

expertise where they were acquired through muddling through or imitation

of his past mediocre professors or managers;

(iii) improving performance and enhancing efficiency in the discharge of

functions relative to the seven roles, and most critical teaching and

learning;
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(iv) keeping abreast of development, enhancing credibility and stature among
colleagues, students and the public at large: thus ensure appropriate
rating on the scale of A for Actual, instead of B. for Bogus, C for

Cocktail, D for Dead and E for Earthed professor: and further avert the
"yellow notes - dead wood" syndrome;

(v) making faculty flexible and adaptable for playing the various managerial,
and technical roles that he may be called on to assume;

(vi) establishing a basis for merit based promotion and execution of his career
plan;

(vii> facilitating the transfer of know-how and whats in the above critical functions
to his admirer fellow faculty .and thus extend his influence beyond students

5.7 Against the foregoing the question as to when and whether or not universities
management orientation, and the related faculty skills and knowledge renewal will take
place does not arise. The question that arises now is the form it will take, and who
designs and operates the related staff development programme for universities' self
renewal, and for change and enhancement of their faculty's vitality in efficiency

and effectively assuming the technical and managerial responsibilities related to
research, teaching and learning, guidance-: and counselling, consultancy, publication
and informatics, testing, assessment and evaluation, and management activities.

In response to the problems and discrepancies alluded in the foregoing pages,
the German Foundation for International Development (DSE) as sponsors, the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) as technical collaborators, and the Continental
Coordinating Committee (CCC) as coordinators initiated the on-going staff development
programmes which focus initially on University Teaching and Learning Improvement.
This is to complement the early local initiatives in the same area.

5.8 What follows is a descriptive analysis and a critical appraisal of the African
University initiatives and faculty experience in their bid for self-renewal.

5.9 Whereas business institutions accept and make an early start in undertaking staff
development as an institutional and staff renewal management function,.African service
institutions, without exception to universities, are often late in undertaking and
accepting Staff Development as an instrument for institutional and related staff/
faculty renewal, as a vital aspect of.institutional management function.

5.10 Whole production and commercial institutions invest heavily and engage in
Research and Development (R$D) activities aimed at improving their products, quality*
their processes and technology, and in influencing tastes for their products, there"is
no such heavy investment in and systematic undertaking of R § D on the part of
universities. Consequently their products, processes and technology (in research
teaching and learning guidance and counselling, consultancy informatics and
publication, testing assessment, and evaluation of reaction and impact) have remained
their much the same; and neither have they been able to influence the clients1 tastes
for their products. The common aliiiyv of lack of financial,, material and staff
resources, and that of operating intangible goals, whenever one questions their

performance and a justification for their non-delivery and justification of their
mounting budget outlay is to say the least, unconvincing.
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5.11 Even as the management of other service institutions such as hospitals, .

courts of law, primary and to some extent secondary schools insist on hiring and

promoting their staff on the basis of excellence in knowledge and performance in

tne wnats an<J hov/s of their operations, mansrenert in institutions of higher

learning and in particular universitieis do not hire or promote their faculty on

the basis'of excellence in and performance in the hows of teaching or and the

conduct of other roles.

5.12 Unless and until African universitieis review their attitudes and approaches

to the preceding considerations, there is no way they can serve as principal

sources of ne>j inventive development ideas, knowledge and technology, and neither

could there be a way whereby their faculty could be their principal resource in

creating, interpreting, stimulating students and public understanding of new

inventive development ideas, knowledge and technology. .,.,

6. Academic Staff Improvement

6.1; ..Against background of the fpregoingvstaff development efforts have been more in

the af.ea.of assisting faculty enhance the academic base of university teaching, of
wha^t is taught in univesities. Promising scholars as' lower degrees have been

identified, nired as teaching assistants and through staff development1programmes

have been assisted to develop to the doctoral full lecturer levels: thus

enhancing .their depth and breadth of scholarship in their areas of expertise.

Little time has been expended in training them ir. university level teaching. '

Where such programmes in. how to teach have been initiated*they have been as

sporadic, half hearted and not part, of planned career development strategy.

6.2 With financial assistance from a number of interested funding agencies,

there developed the counter-part notion in a number of universities but these soon

dried put. It was then left to the devises of individual staff members and some

universities to scratch around and identify scholarships, exchange or even

attachment opportunities in addition to the now routinized sabbatical leave

components: the later of which is not often seen as part of faculty renewal and

staff development.

7. Administrative Capability Development ■ - . : ..

7.1 Perhaps the first and the last effort in Administrative Staff Development was

at the time.of spliting of the University of East Africa. There was a deliberate

attempt to plan and actually programme on the job training of the registrars of the

prospective universities, notably of Iiakerere, Nairobi and Dar-es-Salaam. But as

soon as those initially programmed went through the T*rogramme, their successors

were left.to their oW. devices tp float and find their own levels. This was to the

detrmiment'and further decay of the respective universities, and worse still,

faster decline in the vitality of their staff.

7.2 Having had no prior preparation, or on the job training,in the professional

managerial and technical aspects of vice-chancellorship or registrarship, one can

appreciate why staff development and subseouent teaching skill maintenance training

for faculty is neither institutionalized nor <?oing on as part of university management

function.
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8. Professional Development

8.1 Serious work relative staff development in the how's of University teaching

has, for some tine, been taken more seriously in Europe, North America,

Canada and Australia than in Africa. Picking momentum in the late sixties, the

efforts were initiated by International Association of Universities in"

collaboration with UNESCO, when in September 196^ a meeting that focussed in

teaching and learning at university level was organized in Paris: the conclusions

of which were complied in "Teaching and Learning - An Introduction to New Methods

and Resources in :'igher Education".

8.2 The next effort was the workshop on Methods and Programmes for Improvement of

University Teaching, held from 16-20 November 1970 in Amsterdam and Fedagogical

Didactic Institute of the University of Amsterdam. The workshop in which the

author of the paper participated involved lecturers from North America, Africa

Europe, Australia and ^ocussed on Methods and Programmes for the Improvement of
University Teaching.

8.3 Thereafter, and within the decade of the seventies, if not earlier, universities

of Dar-es-Salaam and Malawi set up Teaching Methods and Teaching-Learning

Improvement Committees which have since then been running inhouse seminars and

workshops oh teaching methods and other related aspects.

8.4 In addition to local initiative in Dar-es-Salaam and Malawi Universities, DSE
sponsored a meeting in Dar-es-Salaan* in consultation with the faculty of Engineering

on the divergence and need ^or syncronization of expectation of students with those

of faculty staff in teaching learning situations.

8.5 Followed by other meetings in which t)SV has been on the forefront relative to
teaching Agriculture, the 1978 meeting at Kenyatta University College was organized
in collaboration v.dth African Association for Advancement of Agricultural Sciences.

A number other universities have followed and established or are about to establish
Senate committees to coordinate their university teaching and learning improvement

seminars; and teaching-learning improvement units within offices of their chief

executives.

3.6 In 1981, at DSF sponsored International Conference in Berlin, a number of
African educationists were invited to share their experiences vitb their European

counterparts. Discussions and demonstration of European Staff Development

experience was nart o? the conference events. Following the Conference, DSE
DSF sponsored a seminar in 1982, September'13 through 21, in" consultation

with and hoste<j by Kenyatta University rollers. The seminar exnrfcssly resolved
to"promote the development of a regional programme for improvement "of teaching and
learning in universities *or which purpose a continental coordinating committee

(ECC) was established to:

(i) promote the organization of subregicnal and national workshops on

university teaching and:learning improvement;
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(ii) ensure that there was a sharing and transfer of experience through
the invitation of observers from outlying universities whenever one
university organized a national event;

(iii) the identification of a core team of potential resource personnel and
subseauent conduct of a university staff development programme
coordinators workshop,

8.7 From the subsequent sub-regional workshops in Lesotho (27 June - 8 July) 1983
and Nairobi a definite programme of work called for national workshops in addition
to the one that had been planned by the University of Zimbabwe. The Plan
envisaged the following: ;

(a) National workshops in Universities of Swaziland, Lesotho, Makerere and Malawi both
of which have just been respectively completed during the June-July ancf the
August and September period;

(b) A consultative evaluative mission, now postponed till early 1986;

(c) A university Staff Development Programme Coordinators Workshop scheduled to
commence June/July 1986 at a venue to be negotiated;

(d) A comprehensive Africa/European Consultative meeting in Federal Republic
of Germanypossibly in West Berlin in 1986.

8.8 As explained before, the above University Staff Development Programmes have
been more on the craftsmanship of university teaching than on the scientific and
socio-transactional dimension; and less on developing expertise in other functions
of research, guidance and counselling consultancy, informatics and global
measurement and evaluation of university programmes performance and impact; and
not at all on the aspects relative to managerial/administrative, executive personnel
accounts, materials staff, as; well as the secretarial, clerical and other skills.

8.9 In addition to the foregoing initiatives, there have been packaged courses
developed by University of Surrey which on invitation of some universities - Makerere
and Lesotho - have brought in the package and conducted an on-campus workshop.
In addition to high-pressure selling and securing a request for participation in
their home based programmes, they have also promoted their correspondence component
though one would doubt very much how the face-to-face counselling and interaction
in the practical or craftsmanship of teaching could be undertaken by correspondence
teaching.

8.10 While the University of Surrey and other programmes for "overseas or
developing country" staff development could be regarded as packaged and therefore
likened to giving a needy person a "fish", the DSE/CCC programme could be likened
to giving a person a fishing rod, indicating where to find the fish, and teaching
one how to fish and secure the fish by oneself.

8.11 By assuring institutions of collaboration and financial resources, the.'n
leaving them to design a programme, identify other resource persons of African
and European origin to work with national university resource persons - as was the
case with the recent workshops in Swaziland, and Lesotho, the DSE/ECA/CCC staff
development propramme model is one with a positive difference. It aims at assisting
universities to develop local capability for self reliance on their staff development
efforts. If anything no one is tied to an external packages - whether overseas on
campus face-to-face university programmes or through correspondence.
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8.12 Early in 1984, the DSE/ECA/CCC operated staff development programme
received a new impetus and newer dimensions. At their 2nd Conference of
Vice-Chancellors, Rectors and Presidents of Institutions of Higher Learning
organized in Swaziland (18^22 February 1985): a Mbabane Programme of Action
was formulated. In the programme, Vice Chancellors committed themselves to
strengthening their staff development programmes for the improvement of
university teaching and learning functions and for strengthening the

research activities as a basis for effective teaching. Thus the existing

focus on developing thevknow how and the whats for enhancing teaching and
learning is on notice to incorporate content areas for enhancing research
capability of university faculty.

8.13 The Mbabane Programme of Action calls on universities and governments
establish institutional framework through which government research and
consultancy requirements would be passed on to universities for action; and in
which university research findings could be passed to Governments to explore
their wider application and commercial viability; For this purpose universities
could be encouraged to set up a research consortium to liaise with the

government bodies. This has both research and faculty development implications.
In the sense that as new arrangements, faculty skills and knowledge need to be
oriented and developed if they are to fulfill the new obligations stipulated
in -1 the Programme of Action.

8.14 A further impetus, in the enhancement of the momentum of ongoing experiments

is the growing inter-university cooperation in Eastern and Southern mnnifest
in Harare Vice-Chancellors Workshop held from 4 through 6 June 1984J. The

seminar not only resolved to establish an Association of Eastern and Southern

African Universities, but also resolved to collaborate and cooperate in staff
development. Whereas CCC has operated unappended to any university, and its
chairman not being made to mandatorily account for CCC's activities to any
university authority, it looks like with new arrangements, CCC could have a
home and someone to account to.

9. Problems and Constraints

9.1 By their nature, staff development programmes need to and should be

tailor-made in the sense that they should be an immediate response to a felt

need, they should derive instructional resources from within and if need be
complemented by occasional resources from outside the organization in conduct
of the programme. Where the occassional resources are identified, they need to
design their programmes on the basis of briefing and guidance from organizers.
In this respect, pre-prepared packages - however nice and need to be known, or
interesting,prove to be a liability than an asset in responding to situationally
derived needs.

9.2 Presently, the principles inherent in the preceding discussion, risk being
undermined by the following constraints:

(1) The seed money and impetus for carrying the African, and in particular,
the Eastern and Southern African initiative has to be mobilized from

outside; subsequently there is no imnediacy or continguity between

when a need is felt, a course is designed, funds are mobilized and
a responsive course is operated. Quite often the enthusiasm for; and
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interest in the workshops get overtaken by other pressing matters while

requests nre beinp considered. These are delays and postponement arising

from the tight technical assistance bureaucratic quagmire,

(2) The coordinators :?or the present initiative .are yet to identify, a pool

of African resource persons thus accentuating an overreliance - the

programme has had to on external-European based resource personnel.

The result has been that:

...... (a) it is not yet .possible to develop a programme that has balanced

emphasis for the craftsmanship, as well as the scientific and

, '." . social.'transactional dimensions of lecturing and/or teaching.

... This is due to the fact that some of the resource persons have

tended to emphasize the "Showmanship - robotic aspects of the

craftsmanship dimensions of University teaching. Even in the

"lecturing" aspects, they have tended to overplay in the

"explaining" technioue at the expense of the others relative to

the institutional, strategic and logical acts of lecturing.

Besides,-,while emphasizing the demonstration of the how to

and, providing "hints to" good lecturing, they, have not equally

built in the .theoretical basis as presently developed by scientific

work in educational psychology, philosophy and sociology, etc.;

and even the findings of behavioural sciences, of management ,

raining persuations; .

!(-b) Coming from all diiccli-jns, some tend to have pre-fixed time

'""'■ ' requirements for their package, consequently, the coordinators!have

' found it difficult to mould the diverse resource persons into a

team; more~so to instill in them the need for:

. . .-. shared unity of purpose and rt zd flexibility towards attaining

complementarily and coherence of session's in the various workshop

sessions; :

- not creating an impression that effective teaching entails only

excellence iv. the craftsmanship dimension of teaching/lecturing,

but that for excellence in the craftsmanship of teaching, there

is need for conceptual excellence in the scientific dimensions of

scientific methods, rules of procedure and methodology derived from

the findings in educational psychology, educational sociology etc;

and the social transactional dimension derived from the findings

of group dynamics and communication and changes management theories;

- a ready willingness to accommodate the development of and inputs

from the local or their other external resource persons.

taking the workshops
- as an opportunity ror each others' to ellaborate on*consciously

complement and use as a basis for developing their own. Thq^ have

tended to put on a separate show unrelated to the preceding one;

- sein<: the African initiatives not as a basis within which to

"high pressure sell" and "introduce" their own "home" package.
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9.3 So far, the programmes operated by DSE/CCC/F,CA in collaboration with

participating universities try as a matter of principle, to take into account

the shortfalls inherent in the above-mentioned constraints.

10. Institutionalizing the initiatives and experiences for continuity

1G.1 Through the efforts o^ a few zealots the ongoing initiatives and

experience have not been without problems. Where some of the institutions

represented in Berlin and Nairobi workshops have not been as enthusiastic and

active as others, these institutions are yet to organize a single in-house

national workshop. They have not had an ongoing staff development units to

start from, and neither have they had the benefit of a-team of ^ull time staff

development cadre, service institutions, and to build from. Consequently since

Nairobi and Berlin, Staff Development Sections and Staff Development Cadres are

yet to energe. Subsequently if the ongoing initiative is not sustained, such

institutions wculd not have their own zealots. This means that initiatives and

experiences so far generated and planted could very well fi2zle out.

10.2 The Nairobi workshop 19S2 anticipated such a situation and wanted to ensure

that what was initiated, grew from strength to strength. That is why, not only

was the idea of an Association for Advancement for Improvement of Teaching and

Learning in Universities proposed along with the ideas of establishing university

centres for Research and Development into and improvement of teaching and

learning. The idea was so well received that it remains a long-term objective

towards which existing senate and ether committees could aspire. Whether

subregional or national and university-based, such centres would then ensure the

continuity and further growth of the ongoing initiatives and experiences. The

need for their establishment need not therefore be over-stated.

10.3 The organizational units and the respective functions of the centre were

elaborated in the Nairobi workshop 19C2 report and further elaborated in a paper

presented at the Vice-Chancellors Conference in F?babane i.e. P.eorientation and

Adjustments in University Functions for Responsiveness. It is for the purpose

of ensuring that the centre ard the ;-rograpnes was developed and a core team of

staff developers to man the centre was trained that the progra^ires and the

proposed university Staff Development Programme Coordinators ''orVshop 1386 is

geared.

10.5 Without a definitive staff development budget line and firm staf^ development

plans and related budgetary provisions, what is advocated in this paper as veil as

the required centre may remain a dead letter. To give the legitimacy for

inclusion in the university budgets and plans, the programme needs to be backed

by university policy and commitment to faculty as the core and 'means of

university renewal and a critical factor by which it can extend itself to its

client environments.
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11. Research implications and opportunities

11.1 As a responsive programme strategy, the design of tailor-made staff

development programme does and has to rely on a great deal of data: the data

of which cannot be obtained without a scheduled research programme. Data

relative to problems in and factors affecting effective research, teaching

and learning, guidance and counselling, publication, testing and evaluation

and consultancy functipns, the performance discrepancies attributed to them,

the thinking of and complain of students, university administration and those

.who sponsor students into universities, those fromthe institutions with which

the university has symbiotic relationship are vital information in crystalizing

the university organization and staff development needs.

11.2 Besides, in the course of instructional sessions, certain assumptions are

made a^out students and adults in adult learning situation; such assumptions

are derived frQm research elsewhere and not yet reniicated in Africa. For

example, information relative to how adults learn wnat motivates students in

an Afripan setting could shed some light on improving the structuring of learning

f. i experiences in the current staff development workshops. Or for that matter, how

' <!o we know the extent to which certain principles relative to learning or

' motivatiqn would work in certain situations? It may sound like one is seeking

to re-invent the wheel, but one needs to ascertain that what was determined

sometime back and elsewhere does still retain validity and relevance in Africa

and during our time.

11.3 Like any development institutions, universities need to engage in R 5 I) of the

technology they turn out^ the quality of students they provide to employers;

etc. and methodology employed in research, teaching and learning, guidance and

counselling, consultancy, testing etc.; and the technology and instruments used

therein. This is to derive data for improving and refining the methodology,

technology, and products of the university. More so when there is a great deal

of, disquiet over their products, be it the duality and amount of inventive ideas,

knowledge and technology or .their graduates. Research is required to1 render the

disquiet null and void if not crystalize it further for continued improvement.

11.4 It was implied earlier that service institutions tend to use the alibi

of their performance not being measurable because they operate on the basis of

intangibles. The point is that having been established for a purpose which must

Xn, the end be very tangible and have specific result, universities must conduct

researcher to tangiblize the prevailing intangibles in respect of objectives of

university functions. This way> universities can give a good account of themselves,

and therefore with public understanding when their results can be seen.

11.5 Of late, there has been a growing concern about and criticism over the

continuing isolation of universities, and their elitist tendencies. Might we not

initiate a research programme of how the existing interface between university

schools of medicine and national hospitals, ministries of education and

faculties/schools of education and practice/demonstration schools could be "
extended to other faculties, say faculty of agriculture/veterinary science and an

entire farning community; departments of sociology and entire ghetto areas -

all not as objects of applying what is taught to enhance the forward to upward
thrust of the area or institutions with which the interface is established.
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U&M increased pressure for increased spaces at the University against limited
financial ^sources for university expansion, it seems to me thai we oght to
be exploring how we can: (i) maximize the use of existing resources - students

t^V^T^0 thC 6Xtent that Uke Prod^tion factories/there is need '
to ensure that there is no moment when there is busy iddleness for at least
16 hours of the day; (ii) sen its expertise and services to generate income
so as to lessen the burden of subventions from governments, i.e. a good book
keeping relative to the financial transaction of the university income generation
units like clinics, farms, etc. could be turned from dependency on university
budget line to self-sustaining and eventually income generation if run on
business line. It requires imagination to turn the existing problems,
disadvantages into opportunities.

U.7 For external collaborators in staff development programme, local and
external resource persons are interested in the extent to which there is a
similarity or difference between the way participants in Africa and Europe /
Approach teaching and learning situations. How for example, do European or
African participants view what could be seen as "games" yet well meant learning
experiences that are often structured and engaged in. The scope and opportunities
for research are plenty, all to strengthen the relevance and responsiveness of
staff development programmes.

12. Conclusion

12.1 To conclude, it has been argued that universities, like many other social
service occupy a unique position in the sense that they and their faculty are

the principal educational resources of the society that established them. In
their traditional yet complex roles of research, teaching and learning,
guidance and counselling, consultancy, informatics and publications, testing
assessing and evaluation of reaction to and-: impact o£ the procedw functions,

universities originatorinterprete and create hew inventive development ideas,
knowledge and technology required by their centres of economic activities.
Without this, centres of socio-economic activities will be unable to generate
the surplus required as input into the operations of the university.

12.2 Both the university and their faculty ate continuously under pressure of
high turn over of staff, the ronrnlex and specialized functions for which is
npt pr.en^red,Mpy?. inFlu- &of young faculty and the likelihood of few academic

■ job opportunities, the unbusiness like manner in which universities are run, the
unending thirst for more quality men and women and the inability to tangibilize
university outputs, etc. all these if Continued are likely to constrain the
effectiveness and vitality of African univesity; and subsequently contribute to
their decay and consequently the demise of the critical centres of socio-
economic activity.

12.3 To revitalize and enhance the efficiency and vitality of universities and
therefore sustain the operation of centres of socio-economic activity which^>end
on the universities output, a programme of self-renewal by way of organizational
and faculty/staff development >has been presented: if anything for the purpose of
ensuring: (a) initial acquisition of the required managerial and technical
inventive development ideas,- knowledge and technology not only: (i) inherent
in the discharge of the managerial and technical university functions, but also;
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(ii) those required by the centres of socio-economic activity; (b) improving

performance and therefore enhance effectiveness and vitality of faculty and

staff; (c) ensure that universities and faculty keep abreast of the time;

(d) increasing university and faculty flexibility and convertibility in their
roles; (e) effecting merit based promotion and faculty career execution and

(f) facilitating transfer of knowhow from the ritiring faculty to the young
and incoming faculty.

12.4 Two sets of staff development programmes were proposed and reviewed. On

the one hand there were iwide *"<Ptop level managerial, then middle level

administrative and third level administrative personnel, accounts and materials

management executive and clerical staff, the secretaries and other insundry

staff as drivers, janitors etc. These were to cover staff from the Vice-chancellor

down to management line to the lowest possible staff. On the other hand were

programmes related to the faculty acquisition and maintenance of technical skills

inherent in the professional tasks of research

teaching and learning, guidance and counselling, consultancy, informatics and

publications, testing, assessment and evaluation of reactions to learning,
behaviour change in and impact of the preceding functions.

12.5 The initial programme for facilitating the acquisition of skills of the whats

of teathlnp was reviewed\ and so was the early attempt to prepare registrars

alluded to. More time was however taken to review and critique two modalities

of staff development in the hows and wherefores of teaching. First was the

externally designed and packaged for the taking of "developing country11

faculties as operated by some universities and developed countries; and second

was the DSE/ECA/CCC programmes which required the collaborating universities to

conduct a situational analysis, determine needs, derive objectives, determine
content areas, determine the instructional strategy, select and advise on the

methods and techniques to be used, design an evaluative instruments, thereafter

select resource persons, preferably of African and European origin, and then

local faculty with whom to work for transferability of the hows of operating a

staff development programme. Rejecting the first "package based" strategy, the
paper was of the opinion that the latter initiative held a great deal of promise.

12.6 To ensure continuity and institutionalization of the programme, the paper

reinforced CCC's long-term objective of a centre for research and development
into and for the improvement of university functions more so the teaching and
learning functions.

12.7 To conclude, the paper alluded to the research implications and opportunities
the data and results of which were important as input into strengthening and

increasing the relevance and vitality of any university based staff development
programme•
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